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When new information affects our grief
by Kenneth J. Doka, PhD, MDiv

F

rancine, an older widow, considered her late husband,
Tony, to be a faithful husband, a caring father to his
three children, and a good provider. He was “the salt of
the earth,” as Francine described him. In the months following
his death, Francine became aware, through letters and flowers
left on his grave, that he had had a long-standing affair with
another woman.
Joan was a dedicated mother and teacher. Very modest and
unassuming, her children primarily defined her by her identity as their mom; quietly supportive, loving, and caring. Yet at
the funeral, and long afterwards in letters and cards, they were
astounded by accolades bestowed by her colleagues and, more
meaningfully, by the hundreds of her former grade-school students who indicated the important role Joan had in their lives.
As her oldest son said, “we always looked at her as a great mom,
not as ‘St. Joan of Carlson Elementary,’ as one of her students
called her.”
Our thoughts about who a person was can sometimes
change even after death. It may be because of new information
from other sources. In other cases, events such as the reading
of the will can lead to a reassessment of a relationship. A will
may disenfranchise certain prospective heirs, leading them to
reevaluate both their relationship and the identity of the person
who died. Bequests may reveal hidden interests, charities, or
certain relationships that cause others to reassess the nature of
the person who died.
Obviously, these changes in our opinions have the potential to affect a survivor’s grief. In some cases, it may severely
complicate grief, while in others facilitating the grieving
process. For example, in the case of Joan, the dedicated teacher,
her children learned about another side of her identity. What
they learned was consistent with their own sense of Joan, yet it
offered further validation of Joan’s life and work. In fact, it reinforced their own image of their mother while reconfirming that

her life had significant meaning beyond family. The tributes she
received facilitated the grief of the children—reassuring them
that their mother, however modest, had a life full of achievements.
For Francine, revelations complicated her grief. She began
to wonder if she ever knew the “real” Tony. She constantly
obsesses on events in their marriage, wondering what signs she
missed.
Sometimes these changes are so unsettling that it is similar
to the trauma following a sudden, unexpected loss. What we
once believed about the individual’s identity and the very relationship we shared is now suddenly discredited, creating all the
symptoms of traumatic loss.
In this age of social media, people can anonymously post
messages and memories. In many cases, the information we
receive may reinforce the positive attributes of the person we
loved. However, in other cases, it may challenge our memories. It is important to remember what we learn may not be
the whole, or any part of, the truth. If information is upsetting,
it may help to discuss this with someone we trust, perhaps
a counselor or clergy. And we can take comfort in our own
memories of the relationship. They are, after all, the truth we
experienced.
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